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Abstract: The use of 3D printing technology in the manufacturing of drug delivery 21 

systems has expanded and benefit of a customized care. The ability to create 22 

tailor-made structures filled with drugs/delivery systems with suitable drug 23 

dosage is especially appealing in the field of nanomedicine. In this work, chitosan-24 

based polymeric micelles loaded with camptothecin (CPT) were incorporated into 25 

3D printing systems (printfills) sealed with an enteric layer, aiming to protect the 26 

nanosystems from the harsh environment of the gastrointestinal tract (GIT). 27 

Polymeric micelles and printfills were fully characterized and, a simulated 28 

digestion of the 3D systems upon an oral administration was performed. The 29 

printfills maintained intact at the simulated gastric pH of the stomach and, only 30 

released the micelles at the colonic pH. From there, the dissolution media was 31 

used to recreate the intestinal absorption and, chitosan micelles showed a 32 

significant increase of the CPT permeability compared to the free drug, reaching 33 
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an apparent permeability coefficient (Papp) of around 9×10-6 cm/s in a 3D 34 

intestinal cell-based model. The combination of 3D printing with nanotechnology 35 

appears to have great potential for the colon-specific release of polymeric 36 

micelles, thereby increasing intestinal absorption while protecting the 37 

system/drug from degradation throughout the GIT. 38 

 39 

Keywords: 3D printing; polymeric micelles; oral administration; colon-specific 40 

delivery; intestinal permeability. 41 

 42 

1. Introduction  43 

The oral route is the most preferred via of administration of drugs due to the 44 

greatest patient compliance and ease of administration. In the market, drugs for 45 

oral administration are the most used worldwide, however, some drugs present 46 

poor oral availability and cannot be administered orally. This is the case of several 47 

anticancer drugs, that despite being effective against cancer, cannot be 48 

administered orally due to the poor aqueous solubility and low intestinal 49 

permeability [1, 2].  50 

Camptothecin (CPT) was found in the bark of the Chinese tree, Camptotheca 51 

acuminate [3] and, is a potent anticancer drug against several types of cancer, 52 

including colorectal cancer. Its mechanism of action is based on the inhibition of 53 

the nuclear DNA topoisomerase I (TOP1) by binding the complex DNA-TOP1, 54 

leading to DNA damage and, subsequently, to cell apoptosis [4]. CPT belongs to 55 

the Class IV of the Biopharmaceutical Classification System (BCS), which means 56 

to have low solubility and low permeability. Indeed, CPT present some toxicity, 57 

its physical-chemical stability is pH dependent and can suffer hydrolysis if 58 

administered orally due to the chemical and enzymatical barriers of the 59 

gastrointestinal tract (GIT). Additionally, the poor oral bioavailability is a result of 60 

the high level of the first pass metabolism and the action of drug efflux 61 

transporters, as the P-glycoproteins (P-gp) [5]. Thus, there is a great need to 62 

overcome these drawbacks in order to be able to deliver CPT efficiently after an 63 

oral administration. 64 

Nanotechnology has changed the field of drug delivery and, particular attention 65 

has been given to oral administration of drugs [6-8]. Polymeric micelles are 66 

nanosystems constituted by a hydrophobic core and a hydrophilic shell widely 67 
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used in the encapsulation of hydrophobic drugs. These systems are described 68 

as potential oral vehicle of delivery since they can protect the drug from the harsh 69 

environment of the GIT, increasing its stability. Polymeric micelles are attractive 70 

also due to the high drug encapsulation capacity, where a therapeutic dose can 71 

be reached easily, avoiding side-effects and avoid efflux pumps of the epithelium 72 

[9-11].   73 

Chitosan is a natural polymer extensively used in the production of polymeric 74 

micelles due to the ease of modification into an amphiphilic polymer with self-75 

assembly properties. Moreover, chitosan has mucoadhesive properties and has 76 

the ability to temporarily open the tight junctions of the epithelium, properties that 77 

can enhance the intestinal permeability of drugs [12].  78 

Three-dimensional printing (3DP) is gaining interest in pharmaceuticals by virtue 79 

of its ability to manufacture medicines with freeform geometries and flexibility in 80 

dose, drug release, etc. Thanks to its versatility, 3DP for medicines has become 81 

an interesting tool for drug personalization specially for paediatric and geriatric 82 

population due to their particular physiological needs [13-16].  83 

Several 3DP techniques have been successfully employed for medicine 84 

manufacturing. Between them, fused deposition modelling (FDM) is one of the 85 

most common for its easy use, acceptable level of accuracy and good 86 

reproducibility. However, one of the main drawbacks is the impossibility to print 87 

thermolabile drugs due to the high temperatures achieved both during the drug 88 

loading process of the thermoplastic filament, and the 3D printing process [17]. 89 

Consequently, for thermo-sensitive pharmaceutical formulations, FDM does not 90 

appear to be the best option. Nevertheless, we have already shown the potential 91 

of combining two 3DP techniques (FDM and injection volume filling (IVF)) in one 92 

bioprinter to overcome this limitation [18]. IVF is based on a syringes system 93 

which works with low pressure injections, being useful for dispersions, 94 

suspensions, and low-viscosity pastes. As a result, 3D printed systems filled with 95 

a liquid or semisolid pharmaceutical formulation, called printfills, were developed. 96 

Thanks to the combination of FDM and IVF, the drug and a pH-sensitive polymer 97 

were incorporated in the scaffold produced by FDM at once, in a continuous and 98 

automated process. 99 

Targeted drug delivery together with dose personalization can improve the 100 

patient´s standard of living [19, 20]. Therefore, the ease to design modified drug 101 
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release systems is a valuable advantage of 3DP for medicines. In this sense, 102 

colonic drug release becomes a potential area for 3DP, especially for the 103 

treatment of colonic diseases like Crohn disease, cancer, or ulcers [21, 22].  104 

The aim of this study was to protect chitosan-based micelles loading CPT from 105 

the harsh environment of the GIT, allowing the release of micelles in the colon, 106 

improving the intestinal permeability of CPT. Free CPT and loaded into micelles 107 

[23] were incorporated in printfills manufactured through an automated 108 

manufacturing 3D printing process.  109 

 110 

2. Materials and methods 111 

2.1. Materials 112 

Polylactic acid (PLA) was chosen as biodegradable thermoplastic filament for 113 

FDM (grade Ingeo 3D850, peak melt temperature 165-180ºC, melting point 114 

220ºC, density 1.25 g/cm3), supplied by Leon3D (Spain). Eudragit FS30D 115 

(Evonik, Germany) was employed as delayed release polymer. CPT was 116 

purchased from Hangzhou ROYAL Import & Export Co., Ltd; 3.5 kDa cutoff 117 

dialysis membrane (regenerated cellulose, Spectra/Por® 3 Dialysis Tubing, 118 

Fisher Scientific) was used to produce the micelles. 119 

 120 

2.2. Methods 121 

2.2.1. Production of camptothecin-loaded polymeric micelles  122 

Polymeric micelles based on chitosan were obtained by a dialysis method, as 123 

previously described [23, 24], however, the CPT association efficiency (AE) was 124 

optimized and improved from the last published work [23]. Briefly, 10 mg of O-125 

methyl-O′-succinylpolyethylene glycol-chitosan-oleic acid (mPEG-CS-OA 126 

polymer) were dissolved in 4 mL of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO):HCl 0.1 M (9:1) in 127 

a glass tube and left overnight at RT until its complete dissolution. CPT, 128 

previously dissolved in DMSO at 1 mg/mL, was added to the prior solution at 129 

different drug loadings (w/w). The mixture continued under stirring and, after 6 h, 130 

dialyzed with three-cycle renewal against water to remove the DMSO and the 131 

non-associated CPT. Afterwards, CPT-loaded micelles were centrifuged during 132 

20 min at 3110 g to remove the drug precipitate during dialysis, frozen with 0.5% 133 

(w/v) trehalose as a cryoprotectant, and freeze-dried to achieve the micellar 134 

powder.   135 
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 136 

2.2.2. Characterization of camptothecin-loaded micelles 137 

Mean particle size, polydispersity index (PdI), and surface charge were assessed 138 

by dynamic light scattering (DLS) and Laser Doppler Micro-electrophoresis 139 

(ZetaSizer Nano ZS, Malvern, UK), respectively, with an angle of 173° at 25 °C. 140 

Polymeric micelles were analyzed freeze-drying resuspended in MilliQ water at 141 

1% (w/v) concentration. Morphological analysis CPT-loaded mPEG-CS-OA 142 

micelles was assessed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Micelles 143 

were prepared on a grid treated with uranyl acetate and then examined in a JEM-144 

1210 Transmission Electron Microscope (JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) operating at 145 

120 kV. The AE was determined by the indirect method by high-performance 146 

liquid chromatography (HPLC) and calculated as described in Eq. (1). Drug 147 

loading (DL) was obtained according to Eq. (2). Briefly, the HPLC analysis was 148 

performed in a Shimadzu UFLC Prominence System (USA) equipped with two 149 

Pumps LC-20AD, a column oven CTO-20AC, an autosampler SIL-20AC, a 150 

System Controller CBM-20A, a degasser DGU- 20A5, a RF-10Axl fluorescence 151 

detector coupled to the LC System and a LC Solution, Version 1.24 SP1 152 

(Shimadzu), and the method used for CPT quantification was described by 153 

Martins et al., [25].  154 

 155 

𝐴𝐸% =
𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓𝐶𝑃𝑇 𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑑−𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝐶𝑃𝑇

𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑃𝑇 𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑑
× 100    Eq. (1) 156 

𝐷𝐿% =
𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑃𝑇 𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑑−𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝐶𝑃𝑇

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
× 100    Eq. (2) 157 

 158 

2.2.3. 3D printed systems production 159 

Printfills (3D printed systems) were manufactured employing a bioprinter 160 

(Regemat 3D S.L., Spain) which combines FDM and IVF techniques. Two 161 

different batches of printfills were designed by the software Regemat 3D 162 

DESIGNER. First batch contained free CPT, whereas the second one CPT 163 

encapsulated within polymeric micelles. 164 

 165 

     2.2.3.1 Preparation of drug printable ink 166 

Suitable drug printable inks were prepared for each batch: Firstly, free CPT 167 

dissolved in DMSO with a concentration of 5 mg/mL was diluted in a dissolution 168 
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of 10 mL DMSO:dH2O at a ratio of 7:3. Secondly, to obtain printable ink with 169 

lyophilized CPT loaded-micelles, 4.5 mL of dH2O  were employed to rehydrate 170 

and resuspend the micelles. Both printable inks were prepared with the minimum 171 

light exposure to reduce the interaction with the drug. 172 

 173 

      2.2.3.2. 3D printing process 174 

Printing settings for each batch are shown in Tables S1 and S2 in the 175 

supplementary materials. Due to the different composition of the two drug inks, 176 

systems prepared with micelles required more injection points and lower deposit 177 

speed in order to ensure the same volume incorporated in the structure. Also, the 178 

amount of Eudragit FS30D was higher to ensure the top face sealing of the printfill 179 

(Table S1 and Table S2).  180 

According to the digital design of the 3D printed system, printfills were built layer 181 

by layer (Figure S1). FDM starts the printing process building the scaffold in the 182 

platform by extruding 2 bottom solid layers. The extrusion continues with parallels 183 

lines separated by 1.8 mm and 2 mm for free CPT batches and CPT 184 

encapsulated, respectively. The next layer is built with perpendicular lines respect 185 

to the lower one, resulting in a quadrilateral mesh of 1.8×1.8 mm and 2×2 mm 186 

for each batch. This process continues until the18th layer of the scaffold when the 187 

two automated syringes of IVF inject inside the scaffold. The first syringe 188 

contained printable ink with the free CPT and injected 200 µL in the 18th layer in 189 

4 different points of the mesh, whereas 12 injection points were necessary for 190 

micelles. Again, FDM continues extruding a couple of layers to finish the 191 

scaffolds. Finally, IVF with the second syringe injected the set volume of the 192 

delaying polymer in the last layer of the system sealing the top face of the printfill.  193 

All 3DP process from the FDM extrusion until the last injection of IVF was a 194 

continuous and automatic manufacturing. Once the printfills were finished, were 195 

dried in a drying oven (632 plus Nahita, Auxilab S.L., Navarra, Spain) at 29 ºC for 196 

24 h to evaporate the solvent (Figure S2 in the supplementary materials). 197 

 198 

2.2.4. Characterization of the 3D printed systems 199 

2.2.4.1. Physical characteristics of 3D printed systems 200 
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Printfills were weighed in a precision balance (Scaltec, type SBC31) and 201 

thickness and diameter were measured using a digital micrometer (Comecta, 202 

SA). 203 

 204 

2.2.4.2. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 205 

The interior mesh and transversal section of the delaying polymer were evaluated 206 

in the Microscopy Service of the CITIUS in the University of Seville by using 207 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with a FEI TENEO electronic microscope 208 

(FEI Company, USA), operating at 5 kV. Printfills were coated with a 12 nm thin 209 

Pt/Pd layer with Leica EM SCD500 high vacuum sputter coater. 210 

 211 

2.2.5. Camptothecin release from the printfills 212 

The dissolution studies were carried out using a USP Apparatus I Sotax AT7 213 

smart (Allschwil, Switzerland) at 37 ± 0.5 °C with a rotation speed of 50 rpm. 214 

Printfills were exposed to different switch solutions (SS) to mimic the intestinal 215 

transit according to Schellekens et al., [26]. Their methodology was modified to 216 

prolong the colon residence time, as shown in Table S3 in the supplementary 217 

materials. The different SS (Table S4 in the supplementary materials) were added 218 

from one phase to another to obtain the required pH. Samples were withdrawn at 219 

specific interval times: 1, 2, 2.5, 3.5, 4.0, 4.2, 4.3, 4.5, 4.8, 5.0, 5.3, 5.5, 6.0, 6.5, 220 

7.0, 7.5, 8 hours. The amount of CPT released from the printfills at each time-221 

point was quantified by HPLC, as previously described [25]. The results are 222 

present as a cumulative percentage of CPT released at each analyzed time 223 

(n=6). Drug release data (Mt/M∞≤0.8) was also analysed using Microsoft Excel 224 

2010 (Microsoft, Albuquerque, NM, USA) according to zero order, Higuchi [27], 225 

Korsmeyer et al., [28] and Peppas and Sahlin [29], following the Equations (3) –226 

(5):   227 

       228 

𝑀𝑡

𝑀∞
= 𝑏𝑡

1
2⁄                    Eq. (3) 229 

𝑀𝑡

𝑀∞
= 𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑛                   Eq. (4) 230 

𝑀𝑡

𝑀∞
= 𝑘𝑑𝑡𝑚 +  𝑘𝑟𝑡2𝑚                  Eq. (5) 231 

 232 
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where Mt/M∞ is the drug released fraction at time t (the drug loading was 233 

considered as M∞), b and kk are kinetic constants characteristic of the 234 

drug/polymer system, t is the release time, n is the release exponent that depends 235 

on the release mechanism and the shape of the matrix tested, kd and kr are the 236 

diffusion and relaxation rate constants, respectively, m is the purely Fickian 237 

diffusion exponent for a device of any geometrical shape which exhibits controlled 238 

release. Determination coefficient (r2) was used to test the applicability of the 239 

release models, calculated in linear regression for zero order, Higuchi and 240 

Korsmeyer equations or quadratic regression for Peppas and Sahlin model. 241 

 242 

2.2.6. Cell culture 243 

C2BBe1 [Caco-2 clone] (human colorectal adenocarcinoma) cells were acquired 244 

from ATCC and HT29-MTX mucus-producing cells were kindly provided by Dr. T. 245 

Lesuffleur (INSERM U178, Villejuif, France). Both cell lines were maintained in 246 

complete medium comprising Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM, 247 

ATCC) supplemented with 10% (v/v) Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS, Biochrom) and 248 

1% (v/v) antibiotic-antimitotic mixture (final concentration of 100 U/mL penicillin 249 

and 100 U/mL streptomycin, Biowest). Human intestinal fibroblast (HIF) primary 250 

cells were obtained from ScienCell and maintained in culture with Fibroblast 251 

Medium (FM) supplemented with 2% FBS, 1% of Fibroblast Growth Supplement 252 

(FGS), and 1% penicillin/streptomycin solution (all supplements from ScienCell). 253 

HPMEC-St1.6R cells were kindly provided by Professor C. James Kirkpatrick 254 

(Institute of Pathology, Johannes Gutenberg University of Mainz, Germany) and 255 

were maintained with M199 medium (Sigma), supplemented with 20% FBS 256 

(Biochrom), 1% (v/v) antibiotic-antimitotic mixture (final concentration of 100 257 

U/mL penicillin and 100 U/mL streptomycin, Biowest), 25 µg/mL of Endothelial 258 

Cell Growth Supplement (ECGS) and 25 µg/mL of heparin (both from Sigma), 259 

and 100 µg/mL L-glutamine (LabClinics). All the cells were cultures in 75 cm2 T-260 

flasks, inside an incubator at 37 ºC and 5% CO2 and 95% relative humidity.  261 

 262 

2.2.7. Metabolic assay using drug and micelle released medium 263 

To assess the safety of the micelles and the free drug to be placed in the 264 

permeability assay, the released media from the printfills of the CPT and CPT-265 

loaded micelles was used to perform a resazurin assay. Briefly, 2×104 Caco-2 266 
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cells were seeded in 96-well plates and incubated at 37 ºC and 5% CO2 and 95% 267 

relative humidity during 24 h to allow the cells to adhere to the wells. Then, the 268 

medium was removed and cells were washed twice with pre-warmed PBS and, 269 

treated with 200 µL of the release media from the printfills of the free CPT and 270 

CPT-loaded micelles diluted 1:1 with DMEM complete medium and, allowed to 271 

incubate for 4, 6 and 24 h. After that, the medium was removed and cells were 272 

washed twice with pre-warmed PBS and incubated with DMEM complete medium 273 

with 20% resazurin (0.1 mg/mL; Merck) during 2 h at 37 ºC, 5% CO2 and 95% 274 

relative humidity, protected from the light, to allow viable cells reduce resazurin 275 

into the resorufin, which the pink and fluorescent product of the reaction. The 276 

fluorescence was measured by the relative fluorescence units (RFUs) by 277 

removing the supernatant of the previous plate into black 96-well plates using a 278 

microplate reader SynergyTM Mx HM550 (Biotek) set at 530/590 279 

(excitation/emission wavelength, respectively). A negative control consisting in 280 

cells incubated with 1% (v/v) of Triton X-100 in complete medium and a positive 281 

control consisting in cells incubated with complete medium were also included in 282 

the experiment. A number of six replicates were performed for each group and, 283 

the metabolic activity was quantified according to Eq. 6: 284 

 285 

𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 (%) =
𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 (𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒)−𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 (𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙)

𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 (𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙)−𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 (𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙)
× 100 Eq. (6) 286 

 287 

2.2.8. Intestinal permeability models 288 

Two different intestinal models were used to evaluate the intestinal permeability 289 

of CPT released from the printfills with free CPT and CPT-loaded micelles after 290 

passing through the simulated gastrointestinal fluids. The first one, constituted 291 

only by Caco-2 cells, which is the standard model to study the intestinal 292 

permeability of molecules; and the second one, constituted by Caco-2 cells, 293 

HT29-MTX mucus-producing cells, HIF embedded in a collagen coating and 294 

endothelial cells, a 3D model that better mimic what happens in an in vivo 295 

situation [30]. For the Caco-2 model, 1×105 cells per cm2 were seeded in a 12-296 

Transwell® cell culture inserts (pore size of 1 μm, Millicell) and allowed to grow 297 

and differentiate for 21 days inside an incubator at 37 ºC, 5% CO2 and 95% 298 

relative humidity. The 3D intestinal model is similar to the previously published 299 
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work of our group [31], but it was improved for the presence of an endothelial 300 

layer mimicking the passage into the blood vessels [30]. Thus, in the 3D intestinal 301 

model, HPMEC-St1.6R cells were firstly seeded in a 0.2% gelatin coating in the 302 

basolateral side of the Transwell® insert at density of 5×104 cells/cm2 and waited 303 

2 h for the cells to adhere to the coating. After that, the inserts were placed in a 304 

12-well plate and the apical side was coated with collagen with HIF embedded, 305 

which were incubated as previously described for 30 min. Then, 1×105 cells/cm2 306 

in a ratio of 9:1 (Caco-2:HT29-MTX) were seeded in the apical side of the inserts 307 

over the collagen coating. Both models used DMEM complete medium to culture 308 

the cells in the Transwell® inserts for 21 days, incubated as previously described 309 

and, the medium was changed every two/three days from the apical and 310 

basolateral sides. During 21 days, both models were monitored by the 311 

transepithelial electrical resistance (TEER) using an EVOM2 epithelial 312 

voltohmmeter equipped with a STX2 electrode (World Precision Instruments, 313 

Inc.), which gives the information about the integrity of the monolayer.  314 

 315 

2.2.9. Camptothecin intestinal permeability 316 

After 21 days the models sown, the medium was removed from both 317 

compartments and cells were washed twice with pre-warmed Hank's Balanced 318 

Salt Solution (HBSS) buffer and left to equilibrate with HBSS during 30 min at 37 319 

ºC and 100 rpm in an orbital shaker (KS 4000 ic control orbital shaker, IKA). After 320 

30 min, the HBSS was removed from the apical side and the released medium 321 

from the printfills from both free CPT and CPT-loaded micelles were added to the 322 

apical side of the insert (0.5 mL) and plates were again incubated at 37 ºC and 323 

100 rpm. At predetermined time points (15, 30, 60, 180, and 240 min), a 200 μL 324 

sample was taken from the basolateral side and the same volume of pre-warmed 325 

HBSS was added to the insert. The TEER was measured at each time-point in 326 

order to assess the monolayer integrity. The CPT permeated through the 327 

monolayers was quantified by HPLC, as previously described [25] and, the 328 

permeability percentage and apparent permeability coefficient (Papp) were 329 

determined through the Eq. 7 and Eq. 8, respectively. 330 

 331 

𝐶𝑃𝑇 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 % =
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠

𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠
 × 100       Eq. (7) 332 
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𝑃𝑎𝑝𝑝 =
𝑑𝑄

𝐴×𝐶0×𝑑𝑡
          Eq. (8) 333 

 334 

where dQ (µg) is the total amount of compound in the basolateral side, A is the 335 

surface area of the insert (cm2), C0 is the initial concentration in the apical side 336 

(µg/mL) and dt (s) is the time of the experiment. The assay was performed in 337 

triplicate. 338 

 339 

2.2.10. Cellular integrity by hematoxylin and eosin staining 340 

To assess the integrity of the monolayers of the intestinal models after the 341 

permeability assay and, to ensure the permeability found was not due to the 342 

monolayer disruption, H&E staining was performed. Transwell® inserts were 343 

washed twice with PBS for 5 min and then fixed with 2% PFA in PBS during 20 344 

min at RT. Then, the intestinal models were washed thrice with PBS during 5 min 345 

and kept at 4 ºC in PBS until further processing for paraffin embedding. Sections 346 

of 3 mm were collected using an RM2255 microtome (Leica) and then stained for 347 

H&E. Briefly, sections were deparaffinized and rehydrated, stained for 3 min in 348 

Gil’s Hematoxylin (Thermo Scientific), 6 min in running water, dehydrated, stained 349 

for 1 min in Eosin Y (Thermo Scientific), cleared, and mounted in Entellan 350 

(Merck). Demonstrative images of each condition of the intestinal permeability 351 

were acquired with a Light microscope Olympus DP 25 Camera Software Cell B. 352 

 353 

2.2.11. Statistical analysis 354 

Statistical analysis was performed using the GraphPad Prism Software vs. 6.0 355 

(GraphPad Software Inc). All data were presented as mean ± SD. 356 

 357 

3. Results and discussion 358 

3.1. Characterization of camptothecin-loaded micelles  359 

In this study, CPT was associated to chitosan micelles by dialysis method and 360 

characterized by the average size, PdI and surface charge. The AE and DL was 361 

also calculated, where the last was optimized from our last work [23]. As can be 362 

seen from Table 1, empty micelles presented an average size of around 130 nm 363 

and, as the CPT was physical entrapped to the system with the DL increasing, 364 

the average size of the micelles also increased. This expansion volume of the 365 
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micelles can be due to the accumulation of large amounts of hydrophobic groups 366 

on the micelle core, which means the CPT encapsulation have a direct influence 367 

on micelle average size. At the same time, the PdI also increased with DL 368 

increasing. Taking into consideration the data found in the literature, systems with 369 

PdI values below 0.3 represent monodispersed systems [32, 33]. Therefore, the 370 

formulation with 20% (w/w) CPT did not represent a monodispersed distribution 371 

and, thus, should not proceed for the further studies. The high PdI is typical found 372 

on chitosan-based micelles due to the heterogeneity of the polymer and the non-373 

uniform distribution of the acyl chains on the chitosan backbone as result of the 374 

reaction with the substituent groups to obtain new chitosan derivatives. 375 

Nevertheless, the values found are in agreement with the literature for other 376 

chitosan derivatives [34, 35]. 377 

The micelles surface charge also presented a direct influence with the DL 378 

increasing. As CPT is entrapped into the mPEG-CS-OA micelles, their surface 379 

charge changed from +37 mV to +44 mV (Table 1). This comportment may be 380 

explained by the fact that micelles were formed by the interaction of the 381 

hydrophobic moieties of the polymer chain with the hydrophobic segments of the 382 

drug. Thus, with the DL increasing, the hydrophobic moieties also increased, 383 

leading to a higher exposure of the hydrophilic segments of chitosan, which is 384 

positively charged. The fact the micelles presented a highly positive surface 385 

charge may favor the interaction with epithelial cells, leading to a higher CPT 386 

absorption. 387 

Regarding the AE of mPEG-CS-OA micelles, it was verified a decreased AE with 388 

the DLT increasing, due to the saturation of the nanosystems. Indeed, despite the 389 

decrease on the AE, the DL of the micelles increased, as previously observed 390 

[36, 37]. The formulation with 20% (w/w), despite having around 1% more drug, 391 

showed more polydispersity and a significantly larger diameter than the other 392 

formulations. Thus, the formulation of mPEG-CS-OA micelles with 15% (w/w) DLT 393 

was chosen for further experiments due to the demonstrated monodispersed 394 

character together with a high amount of CPT associated into the micelles. 395 

 396 

Table 1 - The theoretical drug loading (DLT), association efficiency (AE), the drug loading 397 

(DL), particle size, PdI and micelles surface charge empty and CPT-loaded mPEG-CS-398 

OA micelles. Values are represented as mean ± SD (n = 3). 399 
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DLT (%) AE (%) DL (%) Size (nm) PdI 
Zeta potential 

(mV) 

0 - - 132 ± 3 0.262 ± 0.026 37.5 ± 0.2 

5 78.4 ± 2.2 3.9 ± 0.1 155 ± 15 0.272 ± 0.033 41.3 ± 2.8 

10 62.7 ± 5.5 6.3 ± 0.5 174 ± 26 0.286 ± 0.015 42.3 ± 3.6 

15 55.5 ± 8.9 8.3 ± 1.3 178 ± 6 0.281 ± 0.016 42.8 ± 4.3 

20 45.4 ± 2.9 9.1 ± 0.6 262 ± 25 0.324 ± 0.021 43.9 ± 3.3 

 400 

3.2. Characterization of the 3D printed systems  401 

     3.2.1 Physical characteristics of 3D printed systems 402 

Table 2 and 3 show the weights and dimensions of printfills according to the 403 

digital design. As expected, FDM technology worked with accuracy and precision 404 

during 3DP systems manufacturing. The dimensions of the printfills are 405 

susceptible of being modified according to the drug formulation and the dose. In 406 

addition, 3DP design can be modified in order to change the space available in 407 

the scaffold leading a smaller system. 408 

 409 

Table 2 – Physical characteristics of printfills with free CPT and CPT-loaded micelles 410 

(n=6).  411 

 Experimental Theoretical 

Printfill with free CPT Weight 

(mg) 

Height 

(mm) 

Diameter 

(mm) 

Height 

(mm) 

Diameter 

(mm) 

Mean 1523.85 7.403 14.867 7.35 14 

SD 79.116 0.204 0.053 0.038a 0.613a 

CV 5.1918 2.758 0.358 0.513a 4.381a 

Printfill with CPT-

loaded micelles 

Weight 

(mg) 

Height 

(mm) 

Diameter 

(mm) 

Height 

(mm) 

Diameter 

(mm) 

Mean 1364.0 7.643 14.811 7.35 14 

SD 63.746 0.250 0.080 0.207a 0.574a 

CV 4.6736 3.266 0.538 2.820a 4.098a 

 a Calculated between theoretical and mean of experimental data. 412 

 413 

      3.2.2 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 414 

SEM images depict the internal structure of printfills (Figure 1). The cross section 415 

of the 3DP system reveals a homogenous film of Eudragit FS30D at the top 416 
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confirming a sealing layer with a thickness of about 50 µm in the narrowest part. 417 

(Figure 1, A). Furthermore, evidence of the perimeter sealing of the scaffold can 418 

be found on supplementary material (Figure S3). Thus, the only water inlet 419 

available is through the upper face of the printfill, once the delaying polymer is 420 

dissolved at enteric pH. SEM cross section images of printfills with free drug 421 

showed recrystallized CPT on PLA after the drying process (Figure 1, B). 422 

Although printing settings were modified in order to inject the printable ink 423 

reducing the interaction between both delaying polymer and micelles, part of the 424 

printable ink remained embedded in the polymer after the drying process. Soaked 425 

micelles in the polymer Eudragit FS 30D can be seen in Figure 1 C and D. 426 

 427 

 428 

Figure 1 – Scanning electron microscopy images of (A) Eudragit top layer of the printfill; 429 

(B) CPT crystals inside of the printfill; (C) CPT-loaded micelles inside of the printfill; (D) 430 

amplification of the printfill with polymeric micelles inside. Scale bar corresponding to 431 

100, 30, 50 and 10 μm, respectively.  432 

 433 

3.3. In vitro release profile of camptothecin from the printfills loaded 434 

with polymeric micelles  435 

As can be seen in the Figure 2, printfills with free drug and micelles were able to 436 

control the drug release. Thus, there was no drug released from the printfills 437 

during 2 h in pH 1.2. Once SS was added changing the pH to 6.8, the delaying 438 

polymer started to dissolve allowing the entrance of the water.  439 

Printfills with free drug released 70% of CPT in less than 30 minutes at pH 6.8. 440 

The total amount of CPT obtained for this batch confirms the precision of IVF 441 

technology injecting the printable ink. On the other hand, printfills with CPT-442 

loaded micelles showed a slower drug release (approximately 3%) due to the 443 

drug encapsulation within the polymeric micelles. Furthermore, it was evident the 444 

shape changes of release profiles, showing the micelles a sigmoid profile, 445 

typically of erosive systems. 446 
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Drug release data (Mt/M∞< 0.8) from printfills with CPT-loaded micelles were 447 

analyzed according to zero order, Higuchi, Korsmeyer–Peppas and, Peppas and 448 

Sahlin equations (Table 3). In the case of printfills with free CPT, the fast drug 449 

release did not allow to perform this study. Determination coefficient values 450 

indicates a poor fit for the different kinetic models, that can be explained because 451 

drug release profile reaches an asymptote at around 35% w/w. Thus, in order to 452 

obtain information about drug release mechanism from this profile, data has been 453 

analyzed until 260 min, i.e., before reaching asymptote. In this case, the best fit 454 

corresponds to Peppas and Sahlin equation, with a clear prevalence of Kr over 455 

Kd. This indicates that the drug release mechanism was controlled mainly by 456 

erosion. The n value from Korsmeyer equation indicates a super case II transport, 457 

confirming that that the mechanism of drug release was erosion/relaxation 458 

controlled. 459 

 460 

 461 

Figure 2 – Cumulative CPT release from the printfills in simulated gastrointestinal fluids. 462 

Squares represent the release of CPT-loaded micelles and circles represent the release 463 

of free CPT. Error bars represent mean ± SD (n = 6). 464 

 465 

Table 3 – Mathematical modelling and drug release kinetics from the enteric printfills 466 

with CPT-loaded micelles up to 260 min. 467 

Zero 

order 
Higuchi Korsmeyer Peppas and Sahlin 

r2 b (min-0.5) r2 Kk (min-n) n r2 Kd(min-m) Kr(min-2m) r2 

0.8586 0.0362 0.8995 1.9113x10-6 2.0311 0.818 0.1245 -0.0025 0.9417 

b, Higuchi kinetic constant; n, release exponent; kk, Korsmeyer kinetic constant; kd, Peppas 468 

diffusion kinetic constant; kr, Peppas relaxation kinetic constant; r2, determination coefficient. 469 
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 470 

3.4. In vitro cytocompatibility of polymeric micelles  471 

In order to assess the safety and biocompatibility of the micelles and free CPT 472 

loaded in the printfills and released in the simulated gastrointestinal fluids (GIF), 473 

a resazurin assay was performed in Caco-2 cells during 4, 6 and 24 h of 474 

incubation. The micelles and free drug present in the dissolution medium after 6h 475 

were used to evaluate its cytotoxic potential. As we described before, the release 476 

of the micelles and drug only occurs at intestinal pH, thus, it only makes sense to 477 

evaluate safety by this way.  478 

As can be seen in Figure 3, both polymeric micelles and free drug present in the 479 

dissolution media showed no cellular cytotoxicity against Caco-2 cells, a 480 

colorectal cancer cell line. Moreover, the metabolic activity of these cells 481 

increased up to 100%, which may be due to the presence of simulated GIF. 482 

Actually, according to the ISO 10993-5 guideline [38], it is reported that above 483 

70% of cell viability is considered as safe, when testing in vitro formulations. 484 

Moreover, since we are working with a relatively low CPT concentration (< 10 μg) 485 

due to the slow CPT release and, based on previous published works [35, 39-486 

41], it was expected no cytotoxic effect of the free CPT and CPT-loaded micelles 487 

present in the dissolution medium of the in vitro CPT release. 488 

 489 

Figure 3 – Cellular viability of the dissolution medium from the printfills containing CPT-490 

loaded micelles (blue columns) and free CPT (pink columns) after 4, 6 and 24 h of 491 

incubation with Caco-2 cells. Error bars represent mean ± SD (n = 6).  492 

 493 
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3.5. Permeability of camptothecin after simulated gastrointestinal 494 

passage 495 

Printfills were prepared and filled with CPT-loaded micelles and free CPT. Then, 496 

they were placed in a simulated GIF to release both micelles and drug at the 497 

intestine to mimic oral intake. The dissolution medium at 6 h since the dissolution 498 

assay started was used to perform the permeability study. 499 

To evaluate the CPT permeability, two different intestinal models were used, the 500 

2D Caco-2 standard model and a 3D model, as previously described. As can be 501 

seen in Figure 4, the CPT permeability from the micelles was higher than the free 502 

drug in both models with significative differences at the last incubation times. The 503 

CPT permeability in the 3D model was around 27% which, compared to the 504 

standard model (20%), an enhanced intestinal permeability was verified. Since 505 

the 3D model represents the human intestine more closely, we are facing a drug 506 

permeability closer to the in vivo situation. Moreover, the Papp presented 507 

significative differences between micelles and free drug, where in the 3D model 508 

the Papp of CPT from the micelles reached values around 9×10-6 cm/s, which 509 

represents a great increase of the CPT permeability and bioavailability (Figure 510 

4C). The free drug maintained the Papp around 5×10-6 cm/s in both models, which 511 

also describes the permeability of the free drug as being almost half of the 512 

permeability of the drug by the micelles, in the case of the 3D model. Silva et al., 513 

described CPT permeability of 4×10-6 cm/s and 8×10-6 cm/s for a similar system 514 

in a Caco-2 and a co-culture 2D model, respectively [35], which is very close to 515 

the results found in this work.  516 

As it is widely known, chitosan has the ability to open the tight junctions of the 517 

epithelium [42]. In addition, chitosan has mucoadhesive properties and, in a more 518 

realistic model, as the 3D model, chitosan micelles can stick to the mucus layer 519 

and release the drug, also contributing to the CPT permeability enhancement and 520 

bioavailability. Indeed, other authors already described the interaction of chitosan 521 

with mucus layer, leading to a permeability increase [43, 44].  522 

The TEER maintained stable during the experiment for both micelles and free 523 

drug, which is an indicative of the safety of the tested formulation [45]. The slight 524 

decrease observed after 1 h of the experiment starting may be related to the 525 

permeability increase, possible due to the opening of the tight junctions of the 526 

epithelium [46], which then increasing again in the end in the experiment.   527 
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Overall, chitosan micelles and free drug were maintained stable after simulated 528 

oral administration and were protected within the printfills and only released at 529 

the intestinal pH, where the permeability was tested. Micelles significantly 530 

increased the CPT permeability in both models, especially in the 3D model, that 531 

better mimics what occurs in vivo. We are facing an increase in the bioavailability 532 

of CPT after an oral administration, which can be very useful for the treatment of 533 

various diseases, as the cancer therapy. 534 

 535 

Figure 4 – Intestinal permeability and respective TEER values of the CPT-loaded 536 

micelles and free CPT after being released in the simulated GIF. (A) CPT permeability 537 

across Caco-2 standard model; (B) CPT permeability across a 3D intestinal model; (C) 538 

apparent permeability coefficients (Papp) of CPT-loaded micelles and free CPT across 539 

Caco-2 monoculture model and across the 3D model. All experiments were conducted 540 

from the apical to basolateral side in HBSS at 37 °C. Error bars represent mean ± SD (n 541 

= 3). *p<0.05, ***p<0.001 and ****p<0.0001 denotes a significant difference by two-way 542 

analysis of variance (ANOVA) Sidak’s multiple comparison test. 543 

 544 

3.6. Cellular integrity of the intestinal models 545 

The TEER represents the integrity of the monolayer as previously mentioned, 546 

and thus, TEER values during 21 days of culture can be seen in the 547 

supplementary material (Figure S4). This can guarantee that the monolayer was 548 

formed and ready for the permeability studies. Also, during the permeability 549 

assay, the TEER was registered and, as described above, the values were 550 

maintained at the end of the experiment, meaning the permeability obtained was 551 

not due to the monolayer disruption. Moreover, to ensure the integrity of the 552 

membrane after the permeability experiment, hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) 553 

staining was performed for both models and conditions (Figure 6). For this assay, 554 

two dyes were used, hematoxylin and eosin, which are basic and acidic dyes, 555 
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respectively. Hematoxylin stains acidic structures in purple, as the nucleus and, 556 

eosin dyes basic structures in pink, as the cytoplasm and extracellular matrix [47]. 557 

Taking this into account, in Figure 6 is possible to observe a continuous 558 

monolayer in both models, corroborating with the TEER values, i. e., the cellular 559 

membrane integrity was maintained. Also, it is possible to visualize some portions 560 

of the monolayer where the membrane suffered disruption, but it was due to the 561 

handling procedure, which happens sometimes. In the case of the 3D model, it is 562 

possible to see a collagen layer with fibroblast embedded, as described in the 563 

methods section. Absence of cytotoxicity of chitosan-based micelles was also 564 

demonstrated by others authors [48-50]. Overall, the TEER values and the H&E 565 

staining support the hypothesis that the increased permeability is not due to the 566 

membrane disruption because, as demonstrated, it remains intact and tightly 567 

formed during and after the permeability assay. 568 

 569 

 570 

Figure 6 – H&E staining to address the cellular integrity when cells were exposed to the 571 

dissolution medium containing CPT-loaded micelles and free CPT for the permeability 572 

assay. Cytoplasm stained with pink and nucleus with purple. The Transwell® membrane 573 

is transparent and is right below the cellular monolayer. Scale bar = 100 µm.  574 

 575 

Conclusion 576 

Chitosan-based micelles loaded with CPT presenting an average diameter <200 577 

nm were efficiently filled into 3D systems covered by an enteric layer. It was 578 

possible to verify the Eudragit top layer by SEM, as well as, the presence of the 579 
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polymeric micelles and free drug inside of the printfills. The dissolution assay 580 

demonstrated the printfills are able to maintain the micelles intact until they reach 581 

the intestinal pH. From the dissolution media mimicking a digestion upon oral 582 

administration of the printfills, it was possible to verify a significant increase of the 583 

intestinal permeability in both Caco-2 and 3D intestinal models. Thus, printfills 584 

filled with polymeric micelles were able to maintain them intact along the 585 

simulated gastrointestinal digestion and, specifically delivered it at the colonic pH. 586 

In this regard, it was possible to substantially increase the CPT intestinal 587 

absorption and, consequently, its oral availability avoid the enzymatic 588 

degradation and metabolization. This work showed a tremendous potential for a 589 

colonic-specific delivery of CPT-loaded micelles with proven improved intestinal 590 

absorption. 591 
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